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Healing with Heat
Our passion is to share the healing heat of sauna with the world and make it accessible for all to experience Relaxing Moments and Natural Wellbeing.
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Sauna


Sauna has plenty of health benefits backed by science. Harvia's wide offering suits the needs of different sauna cultures around the world. Learn more about our sauna products here.
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Infrared


Harvia’s infrared offering is designed to provide heat that will help you relax, recover and rejuvenate. Take a peek at what we have to offer you.
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Steam & Spa


Steam bathing treats body, mind, and soul. Harvia’s best-in-class solutions are designed for both home and commercial spas. Your spa is just one click away. 
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Harvia facts

Over 70 years of experience in the sauna & spa industry


We manufacture more than 200 000 heaters annually


We manufacture over 20 000 saunas annually


We have customers in over 80 countries
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Sustainability
We have sustainably developed our operations, products, and solutions for already 70 years, as Harvia has developed from a traditional sauna and heater manufacturer into a leading player in the international sauna and spa market.
Read about sustainability


Highlights






Harvia Frosty cold plunge


A cold plunge enabling cold therapy to be part of your daily routine in the comfort of your own home. 








Harvia Spirit - Feel the spirit of löyly


A compact-sized design heater where safety meets advanced technology.








Nova steam shower cabin & column


Experience steam like never before








Harvia sauna stones


Everything you need to know about different sauna stones








Sauna at your fingertips


You can now have remote access to your sauna anytime, from anywhere with MyHarvia WiFi solutions. Relax after work. Recover after a workout. Start a no-fuss self-care routine by sauna bathing regularly and enjoy the healing heat.
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Have questions about our products?


Please read the FAQ section before contacting our support.
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Black Steel
Black Steel heaters are stylish electric heaters ideal for many needs. The size and massive stone quantity of the heater are optimized to provide a smooth, yet powerful sauna bath in saunas of all sizes – from small family saunas to large public saunas.
Browse Harvia Black Steel products
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GreenFlame
The heart of the sauna heater is fully renewed in GreenFlame selection to GreenFlame 20 fire chamber, which has been designed with clean combustion in mind. Thanks to this, its carbon monoxide emissions are about 70% lower than before.

Learn more of low emission heaters




Article highlights
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Ideas & Trends
Want to know more about Harvia, saunas, health, safety, and sustainability? Check out the latest trends in the sauna & spa industry and learn more about them by reading our articles.
Ideas & Trends
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Healing with heat
More than an ancient pharmacy


Sauna feels warm and fuzzy, everybody knows that.
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References
Modernized Harvia sauna facilities enrich customer experience at Pickala Golf -golf center


Golfers at Pickala Golf, will be able to relax and enjoy the soft steam in luxurious settings.
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Products
Sauna at your fingertips 


Harvia launches a new WiFi solution for remote controlling your sauna.
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Inspiration
How to design a sauna?


A comprehensive guide for designing the sauna of your dreams










Dealers
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Find your nearest dealer
The best sauna and spa experiences are waiting for you.
Find your dealer


Harvia Head Office
Teollisuustie 1-7
40950 Muurame
FINLAND
Tel. +358 207 464 000
Email harvia@harvia.com
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Choose location and language
Available products depend on your location.
XNordics & Baltics
	Suomi (FI)
	English (EN)
	Svenska (SV)
	Eesti (ET)


Europe
	Deutsch (DE)
	English (EN)


North America
United States
	English (EN-US)

Canada
	English (EN)


South America
	English (EN)


Asia
	Japan (JP) 
	English (EN)


Middle East
	English (EN)


Africa
	English (EN)


Oceania
	English (EN)


Global
	English (EN)



Local sites
	Japanese (日本語)


Corporate sites
	Harvia Group





